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Bona Decking System
The professional way of deck revival

 



An outdoor deck is constantly subjected to different elements 

of the weather, including harsh sunshine, and heavy rain and 

snow. Complete cleaning and reviving usually takes a few 

days of precious time and costs. 

Introducing the Bona Decking System – a fast and convenient 

solution that involves two unique processes of deep cleaning 

and protection, while keeping environmental sustainability 

and your health in mind.

 

Fast and effective decking revival

Long-lasting protection

No swirl marks

Effortless and effective

1. Effective preparation

2. Lasting protection

Two unique processes to a perfect deck: 



An effective cleaning process before oiling

The Bona Decking System consists of the innovative Bona 

PowerScrubber and the special Bona Deep Clean Solution. 

The unique system deep cleans your wooden deck along the 

grains of the wood to ensure that it is completely free of dust 

and algae, rivitalises and prepares the deck for a new layer of  

lasting protection.

Deep cleaning and preparation

To ensure an even and smooth end surface, the deck should 

be thoroughly cleaned and prepared before the oiling process. 

The Bona PowerScrubber is a compact, powerful scrubbing

machine. Its two counter-rotating cylindrical brushes, together 

with Bona Deep Clean Solution, remove the toughest dirt and 

grime from wooden decks with ease.

The brushes of the Bona PowerScrubber are specially 

developed for maximum effectiveness on wooden surfaces. 

They rotate in different directions and clean the deck along 

the grains of the wood, deep into the fibres. The Bona 

PowerScrubber, unlike high-pressure patio cleaners, do not 

leave any swirl marks and guarantee a superb surface ready 

for oiling.

Bona PowerScrubber’s effective cleaning 
go deep into the wooden fibres.

Circular brushing of normal high-pressure cleaners does not 
clean as well and leaves swirl marks.

Unique counter-rotating brushing technique

Preparation



Protection

Easy to apply

Fast-drying

Long-lasting protection

Bona Deep Clean Solution 
is specially formulated for 
wooden surfaces.

Effortless and effective  
cleaning.

Impressive cleaning result.Click in place vertical counter-
rotating brushes.

The unparalleled effectiveness of this cleaning process is a 

result of the combination of state-of-the-art technology of 

Bona PowerScrubber and the special formulation of Bona 

Deep Clean Solution.

Unique features



Bona Decking Oil

Bona Decking Oil keeps outdoor decks as good as new. 

It seeps deep into the wood and gives robust protection to 

outdoor wooden decks all year round. It is based on vegetable 

oils and contains additives that reduce the effects of UV-

radiation on the wood.

The new formula greatly enhances the oil’s protective 

properties. Your deck will experience less cracking, increased 

protection against UV bleaching and prevention of water 

penetration. Bona Decking Oil is available in 2.5 Litres for all 

colours and also comes with 10 Litres for Neutral.

Available in 3 colours and Neutral

Mahogany

Neutral

White

Teak

A long-lasting and beautiful protection 

Bona Decking Oil’s unique formula is made from a concentrated 

blend of natural vegetable oils, which makes it easy to pour and 

apply with a simple container and a brush.

Easy to work with

Large coverage and rapid drying
The unique formula has a coverage of approximately 20 m2 

/ litre, depending of the type and porosity of the wood. The 

quick-drying properties allow use of the floor within a day 

after application. 

Excellent penetration properties minimise the amount of 

surplus oil that has to be removed, at the same time reducing 

cracks and UV bleaching.

Prevent cracks and UV bleaching



Steps to a beautiful deck

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. Flush deck with clean water from a hose

Fill Bona PowerScrubber with Bona Deep Clean Solution 

mixed with clean water (dilution 1:5)

Run Bona PowerScrubber along the grain of the wood

When all dirt and algae has been removed, flush the deck 

again with clean water

Leave to dry

Coat with Bona Decking Oil using a brush



Before After

Bona PowerScrubber
Compact and powerful scrubbing 
machine with unique brushes that 
clean deep into wood fibres.

Bona Decking Oil
Low-VOC oil that delivers long-lasting 
protection for outdoor decks against 
UV rays, cracking and water.

Bona Deep Clean Solution
Waterborne formula that is equally 
effective on outdoor decks and 
indoor wooden floors.

All Bona solutions are developed with environmental sustainability 

and your health in mind. Whether you’re a craftsman working with 

our solutions, or a floor owner living on a Bona-protected floor, 

your safety and health is our priority.

The Bona PowerScrubber has been developed ergonomically for 

easy upright use and smooth movement along the floor. The Bona 

Deep Clean Solution and Bona Decking Oil are low in VOCs and 

odour.

Environment and health in focus



For more information visit bona.com
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Passion for Wood Floors
Established in 1919, Bona is a world leading innovator with a unique system for wooden 

floor treatment. Through subsidiaries and distributors we have local presence in more than 

90 different countries enabling us to be close to our customers and craftsmen.

Our long commitment and passion for wooden floors enable us to offer lasting, sustainable 

results that meet all wooden floor needs for professionals and floor owners alike. 
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